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Background



Background

2015 SDGs

2017 
Principles for 
Positive 
Impact

2019 
Principles 
for 
Responsible 
Banking

A global framework 
reconciling 
economic, 
environmental and 
social objectives.

A new, impact-driven 
approach to sustainability 
management for 
mainstream finance.

Requires signatories to 
align with the SDGs by 
applying impact 
management.



What are sustainability impacts and why manage them?

Impact Management Theory of Change/Impact Pathway for Banks



PRB Requirements



PRB Requirements





Toolkit for Impact Management



The UNEP FI Toolkit for Impact Management for Banks



Impact Protocol



The Impact Protocol:
Holistic impact 
management for 
banks explained step 
by step



How it works

PRB Requirement (Reporting

& Self-Assessment Template)

Overview

(followed by point by point 

explanation in subsequent pages)

Relevant UNEP FI resources

Examples

For each step of the impact management process:



When to use it

All relevant teams to read the Protocol for a 

common understanding of the journey ahead



Interactive guidance



PRB Principle 2 
implementation
year by year



How it works

Covers the Impact Analysis and the Target Setting process

Walks you through the initial 4 years of implementation with a lot of 
examples

It is updated constantly, is in line with the latest framework review

Builds on Impact Protocol, references all other impact management resources



A new publication extending the Interactive Guidance: 
Case studies on impact analysis and target setting

Three PRB signatories journey with impact
analysis and target setting covered

Raiffeisen Bank International, Vancity, Banco
Promerica

Description of processes + outcomes of IA and 
target setting



When to use it?

Additonal guidance material to guide 

you in your early steps



Impact Analysis Tool



A suite of Modules to cover the impact management process

Context 
Module

Identification Modules Assessment Modules

IMPACT MANAGEMENT PROCESS

1. Scoping 3. Performance measurement and 
assessment 

2. Impact Identification 4. Target-setting 5. Monitoring

Consumer 
Banking

Institutional 
Banking

Consumer 
Banking

Institutional 
Banking

PORTFOLIO IMPACT ANALYSIS TOOL



How it works
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Reference materials: 
The DNA to internalize the methodology in your systems

Impact Radar

A compilation of Impact Areas and Topics across the three pillars
of sustainable development – operationalises the SDGs for holistic
impact management

Mappings

*Positive and negative associations between sectors and Impact 
Areas and Topics
*Key sectors (positive and negative)
*Interlinkages

Indicator Library

A compilation of impact-related indicators and metrics drawing from
a variety of sources, including disclosure frameworks, impact Investor
and development bank resources, and jurisdictional taxonomies



When to use it?

• Context & Identification Modules

• Impact Radar

• Sector/Impact Map

• Interlinkages Map

• Assesment Modules

• Sector/Impact Map

• Interlinkages Map

• Indicator Library



Target setting resources



Target-setting – Resources and facilities for banks by theme

In order to implement guidances as effectively as possible, UNEP FI provides free trainings to its members.
Currently Climate mitigation target setting trainings are run in all regions, followed by sessions about
Financial inclusion and health target setting. Check our Newsletter and ask your Regional Coordinator for
dates!



Target-setting FAQ

Further clarifications and guidance to come in the soon-to-be-published Target Setting Q&A.
Among others, we will spell out the so called progressive approach with the different types of targets banks
can set in the PRB context.



When to use it?

Refer to appropriate target-setting 

guidance and attend corresponding

workshops once most significant impact 

areas have been identified.



Where to find everything

Find the Tool Modules, User 
Guides and Demos here

Find the
Impact Radar
here

Find the Sector-
Impact Map
here

Find the 
Impact 
Protocol
here

Find the 
Indicator Library
here

All Resources are freely available on:

https://www.unepfi.org/impact/positive-impact/

Find the Interactive
Guidance
here

Find the Case studies
here

Find the Target 
Setting 
Guidance here

https://www.unepfi.org/positive-impact/unep-fi-impact-analysis-tools/portfolio-impact-tool/
https://www.unepfi.org/positive-impact/impact-radar-mappings/
https://www.unepfi.org/positive-impact/impact-mappings/
https://www.unepfi.org/industries/banking/impact-protocol/
https://www.unepfi.org/impact/impact-radar-mappings/indicator-library/
https://www.unepfi.org/impact/positive-impact/
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Impact-and-Target-Process-V-1.4-14.09.2022.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/industries/banking/case-studies-on-impact-analysis-and-target-setting/
https://www.unepfi.org/category/industries/banking/prb/target-setting/


Questions & Answers



THANK YOU

Contacts

PRB requirements: maria.sosataborda@un.org
Methodology: careen.abb@un.org
Workshops: gabor.gyura@un.org
Tool & resource helpdesk: costanza.ghera@un.org, alexander.stopp@un.org



Read-across from PRB to the IMP ‘Actions of Impact Management’

The Impact Management Platform 
is a collaboration between leading 
providers of public good standards 
and guidance for managing 
sustainability impacts. 

Through the Platform, partnering 
organisations aspire to:

• clarify the meaning and 
practice of impact 
management;

• work towards interoperability 
and fill gaps as needed; and

• have coordinated dialogue, as 
appropriate, with policymakers.

impactmanagementplatform.org/


